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“Look deep into nature and you will understand
eveything better.”

PHOTO CREDIT: KRISSIE MASON

SECTION ONE

TREE LIN E
“Life is a bit like climbing trees, crossing swing bridges, or
mountaineering. Never look down.”

L OO K U P
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“Into Every Empty Corner, Into
all Forgotten Things and Nooks,
Nature Struggles to Pour Life
into Life Itself.”

PHOTO CREDIT: KRISSIE MASON

SECTION ONE

PHOTO COURTESY: KRISSIE MASON

E D I TO R ’ S M E S S AG E | K R I S S I E M A S O N
As if the hustle of Summer didn’t come and
go as swiftly as a clap of thunder, Fall’s frenzy
is emphatically rapping at the door.
Plans for hunts and eco-adventures are being
f inalized. New products from public relations
f irms and marketing teams are arriving at our
doors. Collaborations with peers, brands,
outlets, and destinations are underway. Like
squirrels we are, well, squirrelling away nuts
and hoping to hang on to our tails. (More
on that from Dave Mull on page 22.) And
mammalian wildlife is about to go wonky as
courtship hits the forests, plains, scrub lands,
mountains, and high deserts.
As members of AGLOW we are entering one
of the busiest seasons in our industry; a time
poised to once again be ushered in by our
annual Conference. After some unforeseen
staff changes at Bismarck-Mandan CVB, Mark
has gone to near extraordinary lengths to pull
this one together. (When you see him at the
Conference be sure to buy the guy beer and
give a hearty slap on the back. He deserves
it.) A slate of events, seminars, people and
experiences have been conf igured to inspire
and add value to our work. Take a look at the

updated conference schedule in Section Four
for details.
Want some pre-conference craft improvement
inspiration? This issue of HORIZONS delivers. Our talented, award-winning peers, Tom
Watson and Steve Griff in, both have contributions. In Section Two, Tom has provided
tips for how to enhance a story package by
creating your own illustrations. Steve Griff in,
with his usual aplomb and deft humor, encourages us to create work worthy of stealing.
I kid you not.
In these pages you’ll also f ind a Conservation
Q & A with my friend Jared Frasier, Executive
Director, 2% for Conservation, a line-up of
Conference presenters, and a handful of the
many news worthy press brief ings that cross
my desk.
If you have not done so, there is still time
to sign up for the Conference and for some
hunting and f ishing outtings sure to stir story
ideas. See Mark’s message for links.
Enjoy the issue.-km
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P R E S I D E N T ’ S M E S S AG E | DA N S T E FA N I C H
In a changing world, be sure to unplug.
The leaves are already starting to turn colors
here in Minnesota as another season comes to
a close. As I ref lect upon the change of season,
I can’t help but think of other changes taking
place... our world, our environment, and our
ways of communicating.

make a phone call. They get angry when we
are in a wif i “dead” zone. They actually expect
to be wired or “plugged in” to the internet all
the time.

Technology has not only changed the way
we consume information, but how we
communicate with each other. Electronic
messaging like texting, email, and private
messaging through applications has enabled
us to digitally speak to our friends and family
easily and instantly. But as we’ve become
reliant upon the convenience we also become
conditioned to instant response. In fact, we
expect it. We’ve become an “on demand”
society where instant gratif ication dominates.
Our future generations will be worse.
My kids have no idea what it was like to wait
until you arrived somewhere before you could
STOCK IMAGE
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The impact is not just in our personal lives.
In the new millennia, business never sleeps.
We are expected to answer emails and phone
call no matter what the time of day or night.
Technology has made this possible and
propagates the demand of round the clock
availability.
The conveniences technology affords us are
many. But it’s also contributing to the decay
of human interaction, and the stress of being
“wired”, or connected all the time. There is
a purported condition known as “cell phone
separation anxiety” where people come
unglued when they don’t have, or lose their
phones. Who would have thought that there
would be such a thing? When I walk into a
movie theater or a restaurant and I see large
groups of people staring at their phones all I
can ask is, “Is this where we have evolved to as
a society?”
So, a word of advice… Unplug! Tell your kids
to unplug. Set aside a “no phone” time in
your house. Or, turn your phone off for a few
hours every week.
I try to shut my phone off, leave my laptop
and get “off the grid” for a while whenever I
can. It’s how I recharge my soul. I spend some
time in nature, or take my kids f ishing and
they leave their phones at home.
Don’t let technology rule your life — take the
time to unplug from the digital world and
take good look at the real one. Or another
season may pass you by.
###

PHOTOS THIS PAGE COURTESY OF DAN STEFANICH
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E X E C U T I V E D I R E C TO R ’ S M E S S AG E | M A R K C . S M I T H
I have just landed back at AGLOW Headquarters
after another great Writers Camp; this time at
Lake of the Woods, Minnesota. 881 miles in one
day is apparently my limit. Luckily, I was able to
sleep for a good part of the trip. Unfortunately,
I was the one behind the wheel. Dave Mull was
along for the ride. He later emailed me and stated
that he enjoyed my company and the life and
death challenges of keeping me awake. I will take
that as a compliment and testament to my cat-like
reflexes. For the record, Dave was the only one
hallucinating: claiming to have seen, deer, moose,
elephant and vaporous torso apparitions of long
lost Viking loved ones. Maybe he is the one that
was asleep and I was the one keeping him from
achieving REM nirvana. No doubt many of you
have seen the awesome social media posts of giant
sturgeon landed from Hobie Kayaks on the Rainy
River at Lake of the Woods. A huge thank you
to our hosts, Paul and Brandi Johnson at River’s
Bend Resort, Joe Henry from Lake of the Woods
CVB and all those who participated.
I am now firmly up to my armpits in the final
wrappings of the 62nd Annual Conference at
Bismarck-Mandan, North Dakota. Once again
there is a full schedule of hunting and fishing on
tap for the week. Geese, doves, prairie dogs and

night coyote hunting with thermal optics is what
our hunters can look forward to. Walleyes on the
Missouri River, trout, pike, bass and pan fish on
nearby lakes from power boats, Old Town and
Hobie Kayaks for the fishermen.
The seminar sessions will be both fascinating
and informative. The meals will be delicious
and equally stimulating, especially the Monday
Welcome Dinner at Fort Abraham Lincoln
and the Tuesday RAM Trucks Evening at the
Heritage Center and State Museum.
If you haven’t registered yet…..DO IT! https://
aglow.memberclicks.net/2018-aglow-conference
Then sign up for some of the Hunting and
Fishing https://aglow.memberclicks.net/2018fishing-hunting-sign-up
I will look forward to seeing you all in North
Dakota. Except for Dave Mull; his therapist
called me and said that he would be unable to
make the long drive from Michigan….some Post
Traumatic something or other. He should be
good to go by LaCrosse 2019.
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“Conservation is Humanity Caring for the Future”

PHOTO CREDIT: KRISSIE MASON

SECTION TWO

BIG M O U N TAIN DREAMIN G
“Stay close to anything that makes you feel you are glad to be alive.
Plant the seeds for a sustainable future. Connect, respect and listen
to nature, for nature is our greatest teacher”

KEEP CLIMBING
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A PICTURES WORTH

by Tom Watson

“You don’t need to be a Michelangelo.”

PHOTO COURTESY TOM WATSON

A

ll writers know and appreciate the value of using
artwork to enhance the overall appeal of a story.
Images visually highlight a reference within the text or
offers additional information graphically - and extend the
presentation of information way beyond what you could
do with just text and still stay within the limits of your
assigned word length.
But what if you can’t f ind a photo or other artwork?
Creating your own graphics is a relatively easy way to
enhance or expand the information within your article.
You don’t need to be a Michelangelo, either - just basic
creative art skills and at least a simple drawing program
like those that come with most computers will help. Using
basic techniques, you can render very recognizable forms
that can then be enhanced and combined to create scenes
and instructive illustrations to complement your words.
Images of f ish are a vital part of the illustrations I use in
my self-reliance articles. Typically I need an image of an
active f ish as seen from above or side.
I use the same foundation art for each, easily created with
a few strokes of the cursor in the basic drawing tools that
come with my Mac’. The key is to develop a basic shape
that you can morph into specif ic shapes that will
Volume 02
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be recognizable to the reader. You merely need to suggest
the form, their own experience and imagination will f ill
in the details.

drawing program, experimenting with different shadings,
textures and combinations of shapes and layers will all
help you hone these skills and get your creative juices
f lowing as freely as the ink in your writing pen!

For example, a basic f ish form can be crated to be used
for a side view or top view just by changing the shape
of the tail. Likewise, the prof ile of the basic f ish form
can be elongated for your “pike” illustration or squished
down and heightened for that “crappie” image you need.
Once you’ve determined the desired shape, simple color,
density and texture tools enable you to detail the “f ish”
as needed.
You can illustrate subjects or create scenarios by simply
creating basic backdrops and “props” such as weeds, logs,
rocks, etc. and place your artwork as needed. Since each
piece of art can be created on its own layer (think invisible
sheet of art paper), you can stick your f ish within another
piece of artwork or between two pieces as needed (see f ish
trap example).
Oftentimes photography won’t enable you to get
the images you need to showcase points in your text.
Instructions on techniques for kayakers, for example, were
easier and more clearly instructive by using illustrations on
how to perform certain techniques. This would have been
a major effort using photography. Again, simple shapes
-rectangle and circles - the basic forms, are manipulated
to suggest objects.
Like any skill, practice is key. “Sketching” with your

###

ABOVE: Oftentimes images don’t exist. Illustrations can
be created using a basic form (like the needle shape used
here).
BELOW: Sometimes a more striking image is achieved
through illustrating rather than photography - especially
when details are critical. Using one basic form (the rocks
and the glowing firewood), a fire ring was created as was
the bed of hot coals, together with other elements to create
the image needed to convey key points in an article on
cooking campfires.
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“Best advice? Keep trying to create something worth stealing. ”

LINES OF DEFENSE

by Steve Griffin

PHOTO COURTESY OF STEVE GRIFFIN

Y

ou created it. Now, how to protect that story,
draft, outline, notes or photography, published or
unpublished?
Protect, as in keeping from damage or loss. Making sure
it’s near-instantly available when you need it. Keeping
it as secure as possible from theft or misuse.
Article manuscripts are easy to f ile in digital form. I
name each piece I create with the intended publication’s
initials (MDN for Midland Daily News, for example),
the date it is expected to run (07-26-18 for the column
I just transmitted) and a working descriptive title
(beyond catch and release); thus, “MDN-07-26-18beyond catch and release.doc.”

vague, sentimental reasons.
I download pdfs of the article or entire publication,
and f ile those digital f iles in the same electronic folder
as the submitted manuscripts (Midland Daily News, for
example.)
If I can, I also print a pdf of the page, with a paper
tear-sheet place it in a clear plastic protective sleeve.
These go into a large three-ring binder, one for each
year, most recent clip on top. If there’s a piece I really
like I attach a Post-It f lag. Otherwise, it’s easy to leaf
through at contest entry time to (a) scrounge up a
few entries and (b) resolve to never again repeat the
mistakes and missteps I uncover. Keeping both forms
helps me keep up with ever-changing contest rules.

I can easily locate it later by pub, date or subject search.
Sometimes, these graying days, it’s to make sure I
haven’t already created and forgotten a similar piece!
Sometimes, it’s to prove to myself or others that errors
were introduced after I submitted the piece.

This year’s binder stays close at hand to encourage me
to f ile tearsheets as they hit my desk; other years’ go in
a bookcase at some remove. (Gasp! I have them going
back to 1975!)

Tearsheets, paper and digital, I mainly retain for
contest-entry, to send to sources and supporters, or for

It’s not nearly as cumbersome as it sounds, and it
smacks of overkill. But it does make it easy to sift
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published work for reference, inspiration (to do better)
or contest entry.
Notes and work in progress go in simple, labeled
manila folders or, my favorite, one of a half-dozen or so
clip-boards (one project each) I hang from nails on the
off ice wall. They don’t get lost when they’re in your
face!
The biggest challenge I face in protecting the economic
potential of photography is keeping it in a form easy to
f ind and sell. More than anything else, that means only
keeping the stuff that really has value.
Just the other day someone described chatting with
an esteemed photographer, back in the days of color
transparencies. How many publishable shots per
36-frame roll? she asked. On a good day, one, he
replied. The rest were waste-bin f iller.
More stunning yet was the estate sale of a world
traveler; his family, unable to make any sense or derive
any joy from his thousands and thousands of slides, was
pouring them into a trash drum so they could sell the
now-empty metal boxes for 50 cents each.
The message from each episode was clear: transparency,
print or digital image -- keep only the best.
Sorting f ile photos is not only time consuming but
soul-wearying. I can’t pore through black and white
prints, color slides or even digital images, without
f inding shot after shot of dear people now dead. It’s
not work for the weak. Still, a task that needs doing.
Physically protecting photos? That that means off-site
storage of digital f ile duplicates. I’ve had my best slides
scanned (okay, I’m working on it) and I am myself
scanning my good black and whites (discarding the
mediocre) and adding them to my DropBox f iles.
(I still carefully store the physical images, of course, in
the irrational distrust my generation feels for 0 s and
1 s. You’ve got your hang-ups, I’ve got mine.)

electronically f iled photo to make it discoverable by
search: “Fishing steelhead drift boat Manistee Griff and
John Janson”, with a further identifying number, for
example. That makes it easy to f ind when a story (and a
check) come calling.
Still, as in writing, my time is far better spent f inding
and creating the next wonderful image than in
protecting one I’ve made in the past.
Just as so-so photos clutter up the works, feral f iles are
trouble. As I’ve said in a past essay, my rule is never
return a f ile folder to the drawer (or close a digital
one) without swiftly going through it and removing
materials dated or otherwise unusable. Bonus? Once in
awhile, this gleaning nets a dynamite story idea, if only
how things have changed, where today came from, etc.
So, what about protection from theft – copyright and
related issues?
For a decade I taught magazine and newspaper feature
writing as an adjunct instructor at Central Michigan
University, and one of the f irst questions my students
would ask was how they could protect their work from
theft.
It now sounds unkind, but I’d reply, “First create
something worth stealing, and then worry about it.”
Then I told them how I once engaged a lawyer to go
after a publication that had lifted a photo from one of
my magazine articles and used it in an ad, with neither
my permission, nor that of the folks in the photo. After
a few weeks, the lawyer got us $400. Billed us $400.
Explained that he’d discounted his fee to match the
award it consumed.
Copyright law protects our work, but enforcing it, even
before the Wild West of the Internet, is a tough slog.
Best advice? Keep trying to create something worth
stealing. And then f ile and store it carefully in case you
get a chance to prof it from it yourself again.

As with stories, I try to assign names to each

###
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GO EXP LORE
“Without wilderness, we will eventually lose the capacity to
understand America. Our drive, our ruggedness, our unquenchable
optimism and zeal and elan go back to the challenges of the raging
seas and untrammeled wilderness..”

BE CHALLENGED
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CO N S E R VAT I O N Q & A

by Krissie Mason

Jared Frasier Explains a New Math: The 2% Conservation Principle

PHOTO COURTESY OF JARED FRASIER

Do you remember where we met? I think it
had to do with swamps and BBQ?
Ha! Yes, that’s right. We met at a Media Association
summit at Honey Brake Lodge in southern Louisiana.
Corey Bahr smoked that hog, you were shooting wet
plate images, and I was pitching in where needed.
Honey Brake is a Ducks Unlimited project and a
prime example of how conservation efforts can have a
Volume 02

dramatically positive impact on a local economy and
culture. It was the perfect place to meet! The pig and
the wet plates were dynamite, too!

What is 2% for Conservation?
“2%” is a 501c3 non-profit organization that certifies
businesses and individuals that donate 1% of their
time and 1% of their annual income to conservation
No. 04
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groups, programs, and efforts. We certify work and
dollars that have already gone out - you cannot buy
this certification, and we do not take the funds/hours
to disperse them. We leave the choices of where to give
time and money up to the individuals and businesses.

What is required for businesses and
individuals?
• At least 1% of one person’s annual time (21hrs/yr). We
do not require each employee of a company to do 1%
of their time because for larger businesses, this would
be cost-prohibitive and actually start funneling dollars
away from conservation causes.
• At least 1% of gross annual income/sales to be
donated to conservation work. This does not have to
be straight dollars. It can also be donation of product
(at retail value) or services nor-mally charged for. As
an example, camo companies donate mountains of
product to conser-vation orgs for raffles. That counts.
Accountants donate billable hours conservation
orgs to help them with their books. That counts.
Construction companies donate their weekend to use
their equipment on fence pulls and stream reclamation.
That counts. Every bit of these donations help move
the needle in a positive direction for conservation.

Why was 2% founded (why is the standard
important)?
We exist because the future of fish and wildlife compel
us to. All citizens of the world should be giving back to
the land that gives so much to them. In the US, many
hunters and anglers believe they are conservationists
simply because the Pittman-Robertson (hunting
li-cense/ammo/firearm/archery) fund and DingellJohnson (fishing license/tackle) fund take ex-cise
taxes out of the purchases made to enjoy hunting
and fishing. That makes them conser-vation funders
by accident - and it shows in many dark parts of our
community. We aim for a future where hunters, anglers
and businesses make a conscious choice to give back
their time and funds to conservation work. If the
excise taxes were enough, we wouldn’t need groups like
Ducks Unlimited, Trout Unlimited, The Wild Sheep
Foundation, The Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation,

or the hundreds of other groups around the world
that work to conserve fish and wildlife for future
generations.

Who were the groups and companies that were
the first to commit to the standard?
Our founding members were the Rocky Mountain Elk
Foundation, the Wild Sheep Foundation, and Sitka
Gear. While non-profits are not ‘business members’ we
do want to recognize the seed dollars provided by these
two great organizations, who always have their eyes
to the future of conservation. Sitka Gear is the office
that our organization was founded out of. While our
offices are now in a different town, they are still ardent
supporters of our mission and have a strong internal
culture toward conservation and hunting ethics. I
also want to make this clear - Sitka founded 2% with
the goal that their competition get certified, praised,
and promoted for helping conservation efforts. That’s
true industry leadership and goes against the norm of
camo companies suing each other over trivial shortsited things like patterns. Other early businesses to get
certified include Stone Glacier backpacks, MTN OPS,
and First Lite camo.

What kind of companies are joining?
A-We have a broad range, including non-endemic
companies (companies that don’t make money off the
outdoors). These include engineering firms, breweries,
screen printing companies, and even a coffee company
as of last week. We want to see businesses from every
field and in-dustry get involved. Our ultimate goal is
for someone to be able to make purchasing decisions
in every city on earth, based on whether a brand is
2% Certified. All businesses must under-go a proper
certification application process and provide 3rd-party
proof of meeting the 2% Standard. We make this
simple, but it is required.

What about individuals ?
A-For individuals, our application is based on the
honor system. We often joke that lying about how
much you give back to fish and wildlife is probably the
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PHOTO COURTESY OF 2% FOR CONSERVATION

worst outdoor karma ever, but we have to go this route
because of legal technicalities. That said, we do check in
on each and every applicant as best we can on social media
and through our nonprofit network. While the dollars
and donations from businesses really help conservation
efforts, the real legwork is done by volunteers, and that is
the power in our individual certifications. So far, in 2018,
our individual members have donated >10,000 hours of
their time. Those hours cover hundreds of thousands, if
not millions, of dollars of work that conservation groups
and game agencies don’t have to pay for. We are also very
global. We have individual members donating their time
and money on every continent - save Asia…yet. We are
growing quickly, which bodes well for the future of fish
and wildlife.

How does 2% help conservation groups and
conservation projects?
We help groups and projects in a few ways:
1) We encourage membership and volunteer
retention. To keep your certification, if your in-come
grows, so must the value of your donation. You also
must continue to give at least 21hrs every year. This is
invaluable to conservation groups.
2) We connect needs to funds/hours. We often
receive calls looking for help with expenses that were not
budgeted for. If a conservation group needs a helicopter
or boat for a day to go inspect a suspected disease
outbreak, we can call up business members in their area
and across the world to connect them quickly for those
funds. If they need volunteers for a stream cleanup or a
wildlife survey, we can wrangle together a couple dozen
volunteers from our database of members. Connecting
the groups with the certified is not part of our primary
mission, but it is having an impact.
3) We raise awareness for local causes. Many
people have no idea of the work being done on behalf of
fish and wildlife in their area. The certification and use of
it’s logo on products, ve-hicles, trade shows and business
windows helps bring conservation needs into the light.

How can people get involved?
The easiest way is to go to fishandwildlife.org. Yeah, we
got lucky with that URL, but every-thing you need to
know as a business owner or individual that wants to get
certified is in there. If you request info for your business,
we typically respond within 12hrs. We are a movement,
and we want you to join us!
###
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A L L U R E O F T H E TA I L

by Dave Mull

“It was not easy flinging that little spinner...but it was worth the effort.”

PHOTO COURTESY DAVE MULL/FACEBOOK

J

ust remember, no Mepps lure is worth dying for.
Well, except for a squirrel.

(which we called mud bass back then) to pumpkinseeds,
grass pike and largemouth bass.

With that thought, let’s talk about a program that
Sheldon’s Inc. has had for more than 50 years that
encourages squirrel hunters to send in squirrel tails.

And the spinner had to be the one with the fur tail.
The alternative “0” spinner had a red tube on the treble
and didn’t work at all. It was not easy f linging that
little spinner with a push-button Zebco reel, which was
probably spooled with 10-pound test monof ilament,
but it was worth the effort.

In return, the guys who send in the squirrel tails get
either cash or credit towards new Mepps Lures. Of
course the company wants to get tails from squirrels
that were ethically harvested by licensed sportsmen and
strongly discourage killing squirrels just for the tails.
The folks at Mepps have found that no other fur works
as well for the tails on some models of their spinners.
Tied to a treble hook, the fur pulses in some manner
that f ish f ind irresistible – no doubt those spinners
dressed with tail fur have caught lots and lots of f ish
over the years.
I remember when I was a little guy, like 6 or 7 years old,
hanging out on the pier at my grandparents’ cottage.
Somehow I got hold of the smallest “0” size Mepps
with a squirrel tail dressing, and that lure caught all
sorts of f ish, ranging from bluegills and warmouth
Volume 02

Back to the f irst sentence of this story. While Sheldon’s
gets loads of squirrel tails from avid squirrel hunters,
the company also gets lots of tails from at least one guy
who doesn’t shoot them.
A charter captain friend of mine participates in the
squirrel-tail-for-lures tradeout and sends in loads of
squirrel tails each year. In fact, he might be one of
the biggest suppliers for the Wisconsin-based lure
company.
My friend will remain nameless since he doesn’t
want a lot of people to know about his tail-collecting
enterprise. He does want to caution anyone thinking of
taking up the hobby that they have to be very careful
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when collecting squirrel tails with his technique.
See, my buddy takes tails off of roadkills squirrels.

PHOTO COURTESY MEPPS

“I do have to be careful and make sure I look each way
before going out in the middle of a road to clip off a
squirrel tail,” he says, noting he’s had some close calls
with cars and pickup trucks.
“I’ve also had people stop and ask if they could give me
money to buy a meal,” he says, noting that his ancient
pickup doesn’t exactly make him look wealthy. “They
think I’m picking up roadkill to take it home – like
maybe under the bridge where they might think I live –
and cook it.”
Since he doesn’t have to wait until squirrel season to
start his collection, he can accumulate quite a stockpile
throughout the year.
“Let’s just say I haven’t had to buy a Mepps spinner in a
long, long time,” he says. He is a Lake Michigan charter
captain and uses Mepps spinners in his business, mainly
when trolling for shallow brown trout in the spring.
But he doesn’t ever use the spinners with fur.
“It’s a pretty odd-looking lure, but I use those Comet
Minos,” he says. That lure has a molded, soft-plastic
baitf ish dressing the rear hook.
“Quite some time ago – probably almost 25 years ago –
I put one of the Comet Minos on as sort of a joke and
it started catching brown trout of all different sizes,” he
claims. “Using it every spring since, I can def initely say
it was no f luke.”
So whether you’re a squirrel hunter or just someone
not too embarrassed to harvest tails from road-kill
squirrels, the tails-for-lures program continues.
Mepps buys fox, black, grey and red squirrel tails and
will pay up to 26 cents each for tails, depending on
quality and quantity.

Plus, the cash value is doubled if the tails are traded for
Mepps lures. For details on the Squirrel Tail Program,
either visit the company web site or call 800-713-3474.
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TEN D THE F IRE
“Live in each season as it passes; breathe the air, drink the drink,
eat the meat, taste the fruit,
and resign yourself to the influence of the earth.”

S TAY P R E S E N T
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2018 AGLOW Conference Schedule

Bismarck-Mandan, ND. Baymont Inn & Suites

Monday, September 10
8:00am – Noon--AGLOW Board of Directors Meeting.
The Annual meeting of the AGLOW Board of Directors will convene. AGLOW members are welcome to
attend as silent observers.
8:30am – 4:00pm--Registration Table Open.
8:30am – 2:30pm--Press Room Open.
10:00am – 11:00am --Keynote Tourism Workshop Tourism Members Only--Tourism members will hear
about how to get the most from their AGLOW membership from Past President Jim Zaleski.
11:30am – 12:30pm--Delta Waterfowl Welcome Lunch
Headquartered in Bismarck, North Dakota and Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, Delta Waterfowl is one of the
leading conservation organizations working to produce
ducks and provide a sound future for waterfowling in
North America. Delta Waterfowl is a relative newcomer to AGLOW, so join Alex Heiser, Vice President of
communications, marketing and membership for lunch
and learn a little about what it is that they do.
1:00pm – 1:30pm--New Member Orientation.
New members and first time conference attendees
should attend this informative presentation about how
to get the most from the AGLOW conference experience. Presented by AGLOW President Dan Stefanich.
1:00pm – 1:30pm--Past Presidents Meeting.
1:00pm – 1:30pm--Spouse Reception.
--Spouses who plan to attend any of the spouse activities planned for the week should attend this reception
to find out details of these excursions in and around
Bismarck.

1:30pm – 2:15pm--General Membership Meeting.
--AGLOW members will learn the results of the recent
election of officers and will hear presentations from the
2020 conference bidding finalists.
3:00pm--Busses depart for Pre-Reception/Diner Tours
of Fort Abraham Lincoln.
3:30pm – 5:30pm--Pre-Reception/Diner Tours of Fort
Abraham Lincoln. --This place is rich with the history
of both General Custer and the Native Americans that
once inhabited the land. Tour Custer’s last home before he and the 7th Calvary met their demise at the Battle of the Little Big Horn. Check out the “On a Slant
Indian Village” which showcases the earthlodge homes
of the Mandan Indians. An interpretive museum and
reconstructed military buildings are also found here, set
against the panoramic backdrop of the Missouri River.
5:30pm – 6:00pm--Bismarck-Mandan Welcome Reception Fort Abraham Lincoln State Park.
6:00pm – 8:00pm--Bismarck-Mandan Welcome Dinner
Fort Abraham Lincoln State Park. --Join Mike Jensen
from North Dakota Tourism and the Staff at Bismarck-Mandan CVB as they officially welcome the
62nd meeting of the Association of Great Lakes Outdoors Writers.
8:30pm - Midnight--Hospitality Room-LaCrosse, Wisconsin will be the site of the 2019
AGLOW Conference and Jeremiah Burish and A.J. Frels
from LaCrosse County CVB would like to open the
hospitality room season with a big Badger State Welcome!

Tuesday, September 11
6:30am – 8:00am--National Wildlife Federation Newsmaker Breakfast.
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Join Drew Youngedyke and the crew from NWF for
breakfast and learn what one of the United State’s largest, private, nonprofit conservation organizations has
been doing.
8:30am – 11:30am--Conference Registration Table
Open.
8:30am – 11:30am--Press Room Open.
8:30am--Busses depart for DU Great Plains Region
Headquarters.

range.
12:15pm--Busses depart for Shooting Day Activities.
1:00pm – 3:30pm--USCCA Shooting Day:
--The shooting day committee from United States
Concealed Carry Association has put together an action
packed afternoon at the range. Visit with some of the
top shooting industry representatives while experiencing hands on instruction with the newest products in
the world of shooting sports.
3:45pm--Busses depart for Hotel.

9:00am--Spouse Tour Departs.
9:00am – 11:00am--Seminars & DU Property Tours.
--Conference attendees will be welcomed to the DU
GPR by Steve Adair, Director of Operations, Ducks
Unlimited Great Plains Region and Chris Sebastian,
Communications Coordinator, Ducks Unlimited Great
Lakes/Atlantic Region and then members can attend
the following breakout sessions:
Breakout 1: Tour the Great Plains regional
office. Includes: A peek inside a major conservation
organization, including hands-on look at engineering,
biology and on-the-ground conservation planning.
Breakout 2: Importance of prairies to your
ducks. This presentation will explain why the Prairie
Pothole Region is responsible for so many ducks across
the continent, including the Great Lakes. Learn why
ducks do what they do.
Breakout 3: Hunting the prairies. Different
than big water hunting in the Great Lakes, this shows
the gear and tactics you need to be successful in the
duck factory of North America.
Breakout 4: Greatest threats and opportunities
to wetlands. Wetlands offer amazing benefits to not just
wildlife, but people. This talk explains those benefits,
while exploring how people are the greatest threat to
wetlands and prairies.

5:15pm--Busses Depart for RAM Trucks Evening Away
and AIC Awards.
5:30pm – 9:00pm--Ram Trucks Reception/Dinner &
Ducks Unlimited/Honda AIC Program.--Enjoy dinner
in the shadow of life size dinosaurs and thousands of
other fascinating archeological and Native American
artifacts. Once we have enjoyed a tour of the museum
and a wonderful meal, the annual Awards in Craft Ceremony will honor the best of the best in the Outdoor
Communications business, sponsored by Honda and
Ducks Unlimited. Before you leave the museum, don’t
forget to get your “Sloth Selfie”.
9:00pm - Midnight--Kentucky Lake Hospitality Room.
--Join 2020 conference contenders Chris and Elena
from the Kentucky Lake CVB as they bring a little Blue
Grass State and Land Between the Lakes Hospitality to
Bismarck.

Wednesday, September 12
7:00am – 8:30am -Case Knives Newsmaker Breakfast.
--W.R. Case Knives will be well represented this morning by Fred Feightner. Join Fred for some breakfast and
a little Case Knives history.
8:30am – 2:30pm--Press Room Open.

11:00am – 12:00pm--NSSF Shooting Day Luncheon.
--The National Shooting Sports Foundation is once
again our gracious host for lunch. So enjoy a hearty
helping of BBQ before heading out to the shooting
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8:45am – 11:30am--Learn It Sessions.
8:45am – 10:45am--State of the Art Communications
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Panel.--The AGLOW State of the Art Communications
Committee will be represented by Tim Lesmeister,
Hannah Stonehouse Hudson and Dena Vick as panelists for this discussion on how to effectively utilize all
forms of digital communications to get your message
out.
9:00am--Spouse Tour Departs.
9:15am – 9:30am--Sure Shot Morning Break Coffee &
Donuts.
11:00am – 11:45am--“Introduction to Aerial (Drone)
Photography for the Outdoor Journalist” James
McGowan, Marketing Manager, Americas, for FLIR
Maritime will give a very informative program on the
fastest growing photography platform in the business.
Learn licensing requirements for drone operators, how

to get your own Remote Pilot certificate, rules for
flying small unmanned aircraft systems, understanding
airspace and where you can legally fly, and much more.
12:00pm – 1:00pm--Toyota Scholarship Luncheon
--Curt McAllister is your host for lunch as he recognizes this year’s Toyota “Let’s Go Places” Scholarship
recipients.
1:30pm – 5:00pm--Learn It Sessions.
1:30pm-2:10pm--“Asian Carp Management in Great
Lakes Region.” National Wildlife Foundation Communications Coordinator, Drew Youngedyke will discuss
coping with the invasion of Asian Carp into the lakes
and waterways of the United States.
2:20pm – 3:00pm--“The Voice of the Duck Hunter;
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Delta Waterfowl.” Vice President of Waterfowl and
Hunter Recruitment for Delta Waterfowl, Joel Brice
will present an overview of the valuable programs being
administered on behalf of the hunters and waterfowl
enthusiasts across North America.
3:10pm – 3:50pm --“Storytelling Strategy for Social
Media.” Telling the stories that make people feel like
they are part of your brand and help them identify with
you is key to increased social media engagement and
conversion. Hannah Stonehouse Hudson will teach
you about creating storytelling sequences and strategy
for successful social media.
3:10pm – 3:50pm --“Staying Relevant in the Current
Communication Climate.” Dena Vick will discuss what
editors are looking for, what are big no-no’s when writing for digital and social media and how to continue
being a relevant communication source for editors and
media sources.

9:00pm - Midnight--Gaylord, Michigan Hospitality
Room.--Come have a nightcap with Paul Beachnau
from the Gaylord, Michigan CVB. He will have the
campfire stoked and the beer on ice.

Thursday, September 13
6:30am – 8:00am--Whitetails Unlimited Breakfast.
--Join long-time AGLOW member Whitetails Unlimited for breakfast and hear about the great programs they
offer.
8:30am – 11:30am--Morning Afield Activities.
8:30am – 4:00pm--Press Room Open.
9:00am--Spouse Tour Departs.
11:15am – 12:00pm--Board of Directors Meeting.

4:00pm – 4:40pm--“Drones; A New Perspective on
Photography & Video” The award winning production
team from USCCA and Delta Defense will reveal tips
and techniques for utilizing drones to capture spectacular photographs and video.

12:00pm – 1:00pm--USCCA/Delta Defense Luncheon.
--Join USCCA, Delta Defense and Keynote Speaker
Ashley Hlebinsky for lunch. Ashley is the Robert W.
Woodruff Curator of the Cody Firearms Museum at the
Buffalo Bill Center of the West. She manages over 8,000
firearms, ranging from the 1200s through modern day.

4:00pm – 4:40pm --“Airgun Power for Big Game Hunting.” Big caliber and high power are not terms usually
associated with airguns, Larry Piercy and Brad Bonar
with Precision Air Distribution will discuss the range
and power of the latest in airgun equipment.

1:00pm – 4:00pm--Super Break-Out and Destination
Outdoors Tourism Break-Out.--No doubt the most
popular event every year! Come on in and visit with
our Corporate and Tourism Members and check out all
of the latest and greatest they have to offer.

6:30pm – 7:00pm--Sellmark Golden Glow Reception.
--Enjoy a cocktail and some great company courtesy
of the fine folks at Sellmark before the Golden Glow
Awards Ceremony.

1:00pm – 4:00pm--Real Avid Super Break Out Open
Bar.--Visiting the booths at Super Break Out can work
up a powerful thirst, Real Avid has you covered, stop
by for a little refreshment.

7:00pm – 8:45pm--Blackfish/Clam Outdoors Golden
Glow Banquet.--Blackfish is the proud sponsor of the
Golden Glow Awards Banquet this year and AGLOW
President and Marketing Director for Clam Outdoors,
Dan Stefanich will head up the evening activities as
AGLOW recognizes some of the greatest Individuals,
Companies and Organizations in our industry.

6:30 – 10:00pm--Flir/Raymarine Pizza Buffet & Auction.
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2018 AGLOW COMPANION TRIPS
9:30-10:30 Tuesday: Cloverdale Foods
Cloverdale Foods started in 1915 when dairy farmer Hoy Russell started Mandan Creamery. It soon earned the reputation for supplying best-tasting and fresh quality dairy products. Cloverdale has made its mark with its premium
pork products. They are the official “Hot Dog” of the Seattle Mariners and the Spokane Indians.

9:00-11:00- Wednesday: Behind the Scenes Tour at ND Heritage Center
Enjoy an unparalleled opportunity to tour State Museum labs and special collections areas, led by our expert staff.
You’ll view rare objects and artifacts and learn about how the staff determines which items will be exhibited, how
items are collected, and how they are preserved for future generations.

9:30-10:30- Thursday: Lewis & Clark Riverboat Cruise
That’s right, we are going to mix it up. In the morning, board a charter boats fully loaded with everything you need
to catch what Lake of the Woods is famous for, the Walleye. Fish the morning, get some good pics to make the guys
jealous and return for a nice lunch. After lunch, enjoy an afternoon activity of painting. While sipping on your
favorite beverage on the banks of Lake of the Woods, learn the finer points of painting and actually create your own
work of art. Shuttles will return to Sportsman’s Lodge by 3:30pm.
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LEARN IT PRESENTERS
“Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It
will never fail you.”
ST EV E A DA IR , Director of Operations, Ducks
Unlimited Great Plains Region and CHR IS SEBAST IA N,
Communications Coordinator, Ducks Unlimited Great
Lakes/Atlantic Region. Steve and Chris will welcome
AGLOW members to the Ducks Unlimited Great Plain
Region Headquarters and along with other DU staff
members, present breakout seminars on the importance
of prairies to your ducks, hunting the prairies and the
greatest threats and opportunities to wetlands.

DR EW YOU NGEDY K E , National Wildlife Federation--Drew Youngedyke the Great Lakes
communications coordinator for the National Wildlife Federation, will provide an overview of
Asian carp management in the Great Lakes region, their potential impacts, proposed solutions,
and how outdoor writers can help keep them out of the Great Lakes.

HA N NAH HUDSON-What are the things that keep people engaged, feel ownership, and keep
people coming back to your social accounts looking for more? Telling the stories that make people
feel like they are part of your brand and can identify with you is key to increased social media
engagement and conversion. This class is about creating storytelling sequences and strategy for
successful social media.
- How to tell a story to help people connect with your brand - The best ways (and times) to share on multiple platforms,
- Native vs shared content
-Where to get the stories to share
- How to get maximum engagement
-Technical aspects of scheduling posts, using 3rd party scheduling, when to use hashtags, when
to not, when to tag other companies, when to not, among many other tips and tricks.
ASHLEY HLEBI NSK Y, Curator of Cody Firearms Museum, Keynote speaker during the USCCA /
Delta Defense Luncheon--The Cody Firearms Museum (CFM) is one of the largest f irearms
museums in the United States. It is a part of a larger complex, the Buffalo Bill Center of the
West, that also houses galleries about western history, natural history, western art, and Plains
Indian cultures. As a result, the CFM not only has a large visitation of gun enthusiasts, but an
international audience of people who do not have a lot, or any, prior experience with f irearms.
The museum is undergoing a full scale renovation that will display more of the collection but
also better contextualize them within their history. Hlebinsky will be discussing this renovation
project as well as some of the opportunities and obstacles of providing the public an apolitical
history about artifacts so engrained in modern political debate.
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BR AD BONAR & LAR RY PIERCY- Today’s airguns are very capable of taking big game up to
and including Elk, Bears, Hogs and much more. Get a historical perspective of the evolution of
the airgun from the simple spring guns used for plinking in the back yard to the more powerful
modern big bore models available today.

JA M ES MCGOWA N, Marketing Manager, Americas, F LIR Maritime and FA A Part 107 Remote
Pilot.--Topics Include:
- Licensing Requirements for Drone Operators
- How to get your own Remote Pilot certif icate
- Rules for f lying small, unmanned aircraft systems
- Understanding airspace and where you can legally f ly
- Tips for safe drone operations
- Airborne camera system basics
- Things to look for when shopping for an aerial camera system
- New applications for drone technology in the outdoors

DEENA VICK-Relevancy equals paycheck. It’s no secret outdoor communicators have had to
change the way the write, report, photograph and deliver products and services, i.e. the written
word and visual images. If you’ve asked yourself, what do I need to do to get that assignment? Or
why didn’t I get that assignment? Or found yourself chasing the latest trend or buzz word—video,
Facebook, algorithms, blogging, etc., but are still just as confused as you were a couple of years
ago, this seminar is for you.
We’ll discuss what editors are looking for, what are big no-no’s when writing for digital and social
and how to continue being a relevant communication source for editors and media sources.

JOEL BR ICE , Vice President of Waterfowl and Hunter Recruitment Delta Waterfowl--Joel
will present an overview of how Delta works on behalf of waterfowl hunters throughout North
America. He will discuss Delta’s advocacy work as “the voice of the duck hunter,” as well as Delta’s
hunter recruitment (First Hunt program), retention and reactivation efforts.

STATE OF THE ART COMMU NICATIONS-Panelists T IM LESM EIST ER , HA N NA H
STON EHOUSE H U DSON and DENA V ICK will host a discussion into navigating the many
nuances of today’s digital media platforms.
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PRESS BRIEFINGS 1
GUNS MAGAZINE SIGNS BRENT WHEAT AS NEW EDITOR
influence to an even wider audience.”
“I know the term is overused, but I’m darn
excited about working with the team at
FMG,” said Wheat.
“While the expectations are high in this
job, I feel like I’m walking into a friendly,
professional environment where everyone
wants to g row the industry through new and
exciting content. With our long history of
successes, the highly motivated team already
in place and a little new blood, the future
of GUNS Magazine will continue to rack-up
triumphs.”

FMG Publications is pleased to announce the
addition of Brent Wheat as editor of GUNS
Magazine. Wheat’s decades of industry
experience as a lifelong hunting and shooting
enthusiast is expected to resonate with GUNS
Magazine’s loyal readership.
“Brent brings a great sense of humor, strong
work ethic and experienced teamwork skills
to the oldest published newsstand general
interest gun title in existence,” said Publisher
Roy Huntington. “His ability to produce
digital content, video and podcasts will
expand GUNS Magazine’s 63 years’ worth of
Volume 02

Brent Wheat is an award-winning author,
senior member of many outdoor writer
associations, former SWAT team member
and has extensive experience in newspaper,
television, radio, government, corporate
and non-profit communication groups. He
also serves on the City of Lebanon Common
Council in Indiana.
“Brent’s diverse background will help the
GUNS Magazine team keep content timely
and interesting. Thinking out-of-the-box
will have readers wondering what’s next
when they turn a page, or click on a link!”
Roy added.
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PRESS BRIEFINGS 2

PHOTO COURTESY OF TIM LESMEISTER

LESMEISTER RELEASES NEW ALBUM

Those of you that regularly attend the
AGLOW conference are familiar with the
jam sessions around the campfire each night
Volume 02

where Tim Lesmeister, Brian Smith, Tom
Watson and anyone else with an instrument
gather around the flames and play popular
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covers as well as some original tunes. This
year Lesmeister will be showcasing 12
original songs from his new album, “Another
Crack in the Windshield” which he recorded
at Hidden Giant Studio in Nashville in
June of this year. The album is currently
available for streaming on Spotify, Apple
Music, Amazon Music and all of the other
popular streaming services. Just search the
album title or “Lesmonster” to find it. If
anyone wishes to download the album or
individual songs they can go to CDBaby.com
and search those same keywords. Lesmeister
will be bringing some compact discs to the
conference so if you want one shoot him an
email at timlesmeister@gmail.com. There’s
a campfire every night and lot of music to
hear. You won’t want to miss it.
###
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PRESS BRIEFINGS 3
BARB CAREY CO-LAUNCHES WOMAN ANGLER & ADVENTURER

(Oxford, Wisconsin) August 20, 2018 — Angie
Scott and Wild Barb Carey have collaborated
to launch a new podcast entitled “The Woman Angler & Adventurer.” It can be found at
www.thewomanangler.com and on iTunes,
Spotify, GooglePlay, Stitcher or wherever you
enjoy your podcasts. The show grew out of
Carey’s guest appearance on Scott’s original
podcast entitled “It Pays to Fish.”
Scott launched “It Pays to Fish” in early 2018.
The focus of the show was to highlight and interview people making a living in all different
aspects of the f ishing industry, especially breaking outside of the more traditional roles such
as guides and tournament anglers. Scott wanted to shine a spotlight on outside-the-box careers such as marine artists and mobile-app creators. Just a few episodes in, Angie interviewed
Barb Carey, founder of Wisconsin Women Fish
and The Women Ice Angler Project. That episode quickly garnered new levels of interaction
and excitement. The wheels turned; Scott and
Carey soon collaborated to transform the show
to focus on women with a passion for f ishing
and other outdoor adventures like hunting,
Volume 02

camping and hiking. “The Woman Angler &
Adventurer” podcast was born. The mission is
simple: to inspire, empower and connect other
women to get out there and experience amazing outdoor adventures of all kinds.
“I’m so pumped about teaming up with Barb
for this show,” Angie Scott said. “With all
of her experience and connections, I have no
doubt together we’re going to take it to the
next level and provide some amazing content
for our listeners. The Woman Angler & Adventurer movement has off icially begun!”
“Wild Barb” Carey started in radio on the
Great Wild Radio show in 2014 and has won
several Association of Great Lakes Outdoor
Writers (AGLOW) awards for her podcasts and
magazine articles. Barb works full time to promote women enjoying the outdoor sports and
leads women on adventures through Wisconsin Women Fish, the organization she founded
in 2006 (www.wiwomenf ish.com). Carey is on
the National Pro Staff for Off Shore Tackle,
St Croix Rods, Lund boats and is a licensed
U.S.C.G. Captain. Ice f ishing is also a top priNo. 04
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ice f ish even though they are underrepresented in media coverage and marketing emphasis.
A leader in the industry, Carey was captain
of the f irst U.S. Angling team to compete in
the Match Fishing World Championships in
Hungary in 2017. A busy seminar speaker and
certif ied D.N.R. angler educator, Barb offers
classes and clinics to help others improve their
skills.
“Women have so many interesting stories to
tell and I am excited to team up with Angie
Scott to share those stories with our listeners,” Barb Carey said. “Angie’s experience in
the music business will be a great asset to the
show, and our geographical diversity will bring
a broad listener base from around the country.
My hope is that a listener will become inspired
by one of our shows and say, ‘If she can do it, I
can do it.’ That’s my goal.”
ority and Carey is a Clam Ice Team Pro and
pro staffer for Jiffy and Vexilar. In 2015, Barb
founded the Women Ice Angler Project to create media content to showcase that women also

Originally from Minnesota, Angie Scott grew
up f ishing in the “Land of 10,000 Lakes” with
her family. Scott relishes her fond memories of
summer vacations up north where they would
stay at a cabin and f ish all day and watch the sun
go down out on the water at night, targeting
her favorite species of walleye. “The Lake” continues to draw Angie back even though home is
now Nashville, Tennessee and she works in the
music industry. In 2015, she bought her own
pontoon, well equipped for f ishing, and it’s
been “f ish on” ever since. Now she spends her
f ishing days on Nashville’s Percy Priest Lake,
and she recently joined a local bass f ishing club
where out of 30+ members she is the only female. Her mission is to change that.
###
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PRESS BRIEFINGS 4
DREAM JOB: MAKE A LIVING FISHING
FALL FISHING CAREERS WORKSHOP.

http://www.mycampf ish.com/careersworkshop/ or
contact us at 800-378-5095, Facebook: @mycampf ish.

PASSION: The Fuel that Drives Success.
Brainerd, MN — Registration is now open for the FALL
2018 FISHING CAREERS WORKSHOP, hosted by Al
Lindner and Troy Lindner and boosted by a line-up of
successful professionals whose diverse work spans the
multifaceted sport f ishing industry. Topics include:
PRODUCT BRANDING • TOURISM • MARINE
• PROMOTIONS • SOCIAL MEDIA • OUTDOOR
WRITING • MEDIA • SALES REP • TACKLE/ROD
DESIGN • PRO STAFF • FISHING GUIDE • TOURNAMENT ANGLING • RETAIL • OUTDOORS TV

A fantastic line-up of guest speakers include industry
notables:
Al Lindner-Lindner’s Angling/Fishing Edge.
Troy Lindner-The Ontario Experience and Angling Buzz
TV.
Joel Nelson-Joel Nelson Outdoors.
Jeff Kolodzinksi-Humminbird Brand Manager.

Held at Madden’s Resort on Gull Lake in the Brainerd
Lakes Area on Saturday, October 27, 2018 at 8:30 AM 5:30 PM, join us for this one day intensive workshop to
grow your career in the sport f ishing industry. Open to
everyone from high school and college students that have
a spark and passion for the outdoors to business owners
& professionals already working in the business.

Jim Meister-Power Lodge.

“If you are in the tackle, marine or tourism industry
—you need to attend or send a representative,” said
Al Lindner. “We have a fantastic line-up of mover and
shakers—each sharing their personal journey and stepby-step details, wisdom and practical guidance on how
to create and navigate a successful career or business in
today’s sport f ishing industry. Our goal is inspire and
encourage your life path and to pursue your dreams.”

Barb Carey-Wisconsin Women Fish.

Brett McComas-Target Walleye.
Tom Neustrom-Minnesota Fishing Connections.
Megan Christianson, Grand Rapids Tourism.

Jeff Gustafson-Pro Angler FLW Tour.
Jason Mitchell-Jason Mitchell Outdoors.
Jim Stewart-Helen and Rollie’s Musky Shop.
Eric Haataja Big Fish Guide Service.

Cost is $250 per person. Lunch and refreshments are
included. Register ONLINE: http://www.mycampf ish.
com/careersworkshop/ . Special on lake lodging: Madden’s Rates $119 + tax per night.

Ryan DeChaine-Wired2Fish.
Dan Johnston-St. Croix Rods.

Start your journey with us and begin to align your talent
and passion for the outdoors. For more information,
speaker bios, schedule, lodging and registration go to:
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